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Overview


All the shelves and hanger bars can be easily moved up and down.



All shelving is hard wearing 25mm Formica from the Formica Commercial Collection. Formica shelving is durable
and easy to clean. Formica gives a seven year guarantee on all their products.



All Shelving has 2mm ABS edging. The 2mm edging offers a strong robust way to seal board edges, it is very hard
wearing, can absorb impacts and has high scratch resistance. The 2mm edge gives superior performance over the
industry standard 1mm.



Using the unique post system keeps the wardrobe "open" as opposed to the more traditional wardrobe boxing.



We use quality soft closing mechanism from Hefele which has been independently tested and passed the European DIN EN15338 Level 3 Standards. This was achieved with a full 35kg weight capacity over 60,000 opening and
closing cycles.



All Modules displayed are quoted in our standard Formica colour range including the drawer fronts.



Standard Colours are: Brushed Silver, Graphite and Velveteen.



Ultraglaze High Gloss Drawer fronts are standard, matching colours can also be used.



Installation if required is extra.

Top View Floor Plan Example 2. 2650mm Three Bay

The above design consists of two 600mm bays and three posts. Allow 25mm per post.
This plan will need 1275mm space for it to fit. Allow a small gap between the walls and the posts, we typically allow
20mm.

Shelf 600mm wide. The depth of all our
shelves are 500mm. All our shelves are made
from 25mm thick Formica and can be
positioned at any height on the post. This
design has five shelves plus 10 Shelf brackets

This design has two Hanger Bars 600mm wide
with two hanger bar brackets per hanger bar.
The Hanger bar bracket is used to attached
the bar to the posts.

Four Drawer box 600mm wide. 500mm deep.
Each Drawer front is 185mm high. The top of
the draw box is 25mm thick Formica.

Three Posts are in this design, allow
25mm per post, total 75mm

Hanger Bars—Three in Total for this design. Hanger Bars can be positioned at
any position on the post.

Six Shelves and Twelve Shelf Brackets.
You need two shelf brackets per shelf.

Hanger Bars—Two in Total. All the hanger bars are supplied with two brackets.

Three Shelves—One for Shoes and Two
above the Hanger bars.

Top View Floor Plan Example 2. 2650mm Three Bay

The following design has the above floor plan. The width of each bay is 850mm. Components can be shelves, drawers, hanger bars, and Gliding Shoe Racks. Each post is 25mm, Allow at least 2650mm. Allow a small gap between
the walls and the posts, we typically allow 20mm.
Shelf 850mm wide. The depth of all our
shelves are 500mm. All our shelves are made
from 25mm thick Formica and can be
positioned at any height on the post. This
design has 11 shelves plus 22 Shelf brackets.

This design has two Hanger Bars 850mm wide
with two hanger bar brackets per hanger bar.
The Hanger bar bracket is used to attached
the bar to the posts.

Two Drawer box 850mm wide. 500mm deep.
Each Drawer front is 185mm high. The top of
the draw box is 25mm thick Formica.

Top View Floor Plan Example 3. 2775mm Four Bay

The following design has the above floor plan. Components shown here are from left to right Three Bays at 600mm
wide, one bay at 850mm. All components are 500mm deep. Each post is 25mm. Allow a small gap between the
walls and the posts, we typically allow 20mm.
Shelf 600mm wide. The depth of all our
shelves are 500mm. All our shelves are made
from 25mm thick Formica , Laminex, Polytec
or similar product and can be positioned at
any height on the post.
850mm Bay

This design has one Hanger
Bar 850mm wide and three
that are 600mm wide.
Therefore there are eight
hanger bar brackets.
The Hanger bar bracket is
used to attached the bar to
the posts.

Drawer box 850mm wide. 500mm deep. Each
Drawer front is 185mm high. The top of the
draw box usually matches the shelves. The
Other three Drawer Boxes are 600mm wide

